We present a simple, work-optimal and synchronization-free solution to the problem of stably merging in parallel two given, ordered arrays of m and n elements into an ordered array of m + n elements. The main contribution is a new, simple, fast and direct algorithm that determines, for any prefix of the stably merged output sequence, the exact prefixes of each of the two input sequences needed to produce this output prefix. More precisely, for any given index (rank) in the resulting, but not yet constructed output array representing an output prefix, the algorithm computes the indices (co-ranks) in each of the two input arrays representing the required input prefixes without having to merge the input arrays. The co-ranking algorithm takes O(log min(m, n)) time steps. The algorithm is used to devise a perfectly load-balanced, stable, parallel merge algorithm where each of p processing elements has exactly the same number of input elements to merge. Compared to other approaches to the parallel merge problem, our algorithm is considerably simpler and can be faster up to a factor of two. Compared to previous algorithms for solving the co-ranking problem, the algorithm given here is direct and maintains stability in the presence of repeated elements at no extra space or time cost. When the number of processing elements p does not exceed (m + n)/ log min(m, n), the parallel merge algorithm has optimal speedup. It is easy to implement on both shared and distributed memory parallel systems.
Introduction
We consider the problem of stably merging two ordered sequences in parallel. We assume the two sequences with m and n elements respectively to be stored in arrays. Elements have a key, and an ordering relation denoted by ≤ is defined on the keys. The task is to produce an output sequence consisting of all input elements in order. Figure 1 illustrates the problem, where the height of each bar corresponds to the element key. Merging the two sequences sequentially can be done in O(m + n) operations (cf. [10] ). Most sequential algorithms are naturally stable, meaning that the relative order of elements with the same key is preserved. Figure 1 illustrates this: the equal-keyed elements α and β both occur in the output with the element α from the A array before the element β from the B array, and with all elements from A before α also occuring before α in the output array. Stability is important for many applications. Many parallel two-way merge algorithms for large, ordered input arrays work as follows. In each of the arrays, a number proportional to the number of available processing elements of fixed, equidistant elements are chosen. For each the (cross)rank, which is the number of elements smaller than the chosen element in the other array, is determined via binary search. Cross ranks and indices of the chosen elements are used to determine disjoint array segments of the two input arrays that can be merged independently in parallel. On a parallel machine with p processing elements, the array segments to be merged by a single processing element can be guaranteed to be of size at most ⌈m/p⌉ and ⌈n/p⌉ respectively, but the size of the segments for different processing elements may differ by a factor of two. This pattern is found for instance in well-known PRAM (Parallel Random Access Machine, see, e.g., [8] ) and BSP (Bulk Synchronous Parallel model, see, e.g., [15] ) algorithms [5, 7, 9, 12] . Many of these algorithms use a separate merge step to determine the pairs of segments to merge. However, this extra step can be eliminated as shown in [14] . All of these parallel algorithms take O((n+m)/p+max(log n, log m)) operations, are therefore work-optimal for p ≤ (m+n)/ max(log n, log m), such that the speedup compared to an optimal sequential algorithm is O(p). However, the load imbalance caused by the inexact determination of segments can limit the speedup to p/2. It is important to note that the dominant part of work in both parallel and sequential merge algorithm is done by the same (best) sequential merge algorithm.
In this paper, we show how the segments to merge can be determined such that all processing elements get exactly the same number of elements to merge, with a surprisingly simple and intuitive idea. For any index (rank ) representing a prefix of the not yet computed, ordered output sequence the approach exactly determines the prefix (co-rank ) of each of the input sequences that is needed to make up the given output prefix when the inputs are stably merged. To merge in parallel, the processing elements are simply assigned disjoint segments of the output (of roughly equal size) and they use the co-ranking algorithm to determine disjoint blocks of the two input arrays to merge. No synchronization is needed between the processing elements. For any given output rank i, 0 ≤ i < m + n, co-ranks can be determined in O(log min(m, n)) operations and parallel merging can therefore be carried out in O((m + n)/p + log(min(m, n))) operations per processing element.
This approach closes the gap up to a lower order term of O(log(min(m, n))) between the actual number of operations to be carried out by parallel and sequential algorithms. Parallel algorithms that do the same number of operations with the same constant factors as the corresponding, best sequential algorithms are rare. A balanced number of operations is impor-tant, because any additional constant factor overhead leads to a proportional loss of processing resources. In addition to these performance differences, the varying number of elements per processing element influences the memory consumption per processing element, which can be problematic especially for distributed-memory architectures.
Guaranteeing stability is sometimes problematic for parallel merge algorithms. Whenever stability is required by the application, a standard trick is to merge according to a lexicographic order on key-index pairs. From a practical point of view, this technique leads to undesirable extra compute and space costs. In the algorithm presented here, stability comes at no extra costs-neither additional index comparisons nor space consuming lexicographic orderings are required.
The co-ranking idea is not totally new. It was introduced in [1] and used subsequently in [3, 4] and [16, 17] , but seems to have been somewhat overseen. In [3, 4] the co-ranking problem is solved only for the median, and the general problem reduced to the median case. The specific contribution in this paper is a simple, direct implementation that works for any output index and is stable by design. A distributed-memory implementation of a previous version is described in [13] . Some recent algorithms for merging achieve similarly good partitions [6, 11] and were in fact inspired directly by the algorithms in [3, 4] . We think the co-ranking algorithm presented next is more intuitive, with a simpler proof, and slightly better bounds.
A co-ranking algorithm
Let A and B be the two input arrays with m and n elements, respectively. We follow C programming language conventions and index arrays from 0. Both arrays are ordered according to an ordering relation ≤ denoting comparison of element keys such that
Ultimately, we are interested in performing a stable merge of A and B into an array C with m + n elements. We denote this by C = stable merge(A, B, ≤). For any i, 0 ≤ i < m + n in C there is either a j, 0 ≤ j < m such that . We will show in Lemma 1 that these j and k indices are indeed unique. They define the prefixes of A and B needed to form the prefix of C of length i. For an element C[i] we call the index i its rank, and the unique indices j and k its co-ranks. Consequently, we use the term co-ranking for the process of determining j and k from A, m, B, n and i. Figure 2 illustrates the co-rank definition and process.
Stability means that all equal elements of A should (in their relative order in A) come before equal elements of B (also in their relative order in B). That is, if
Stability is mostly easy to guarantee for sequential merging. We can therefore assume that we have an optimal sequential algorithm for stable merging at our disposal.
Let Lemma 1 For any i, 0 ≤ i < m + n, there exists a unique j, 0 ≤ j ≤ m, and a unique k, 0 ≤ k ≤ n, with j + k = i such that We will refer to (1) and (2) as the first and the second Lemma condition, respectively. Proof: We need to argue for the uniqueness of j and k. Assume the two conditions hold for some 0 ≤ j < m with a corresponding k such that j + k = i. We look at j + 1 and j − 1: for Lemma 1 immediately gives an approach to find the co-ranks j and k for any i efficiently. Algorithm 1 implements this approach and finds the unique j and k fulfilling both conditions of Lemma 1. It maintains the invariant j + k = i, and works similar to a binary search. The and in lines 6 and 11 denotes a "conditional and" as in the C language and means that the condition at the right is only evaluated if the condition on the left evaluates to true. The algorithm starts with the extreme assumption that all i elements come from A (as far as possible), that is setting j = min(i, m) and k = i − j. For both arrays A and B it maintains lower bounds j low , j low ≤ j, and k low , k low ≤ k on the prefix lengths. Furthermore, it maintains the invariant that either the unique index in array A fulfilling the conditions of Lemma 1 is between j low and j or the unique index in array B fulfilling the condition is between k low and k. Algorithm 1 co rank(i, A, m, B, n, ≤) determines for any given i, 0 ≤ i < m + n the unique co-ranks j and k in arrays A and B.
{First Lemma condition violated: decrease j} 8:
{Second Lemma condition violated: decrease k} 13:
j low ← j 15:
{No conditions violated: unique (j, k) found}
18:
active ← false
19:
end if 20: end while 21: return (j, k)
If the first Lemma condition is violated, that is
, then j is too large and therefore must be decreased. This is done by cutting the size of the interval from j low to j in half. In order to maintain the invariant j + k = i, k is correspondingly increased at the same time. In order to prevent that k exceeds n, the lower bound j low is initially set to max(0, i − n). When j is decreased, the lower bound k low can be increased to k because no smaller k could fulfill the first Lemma condition (that would mean a larger j, which cannot be). If instead the second Lemma condition is violated, that is B[k − 1] ≥ A[j], then k needs to be decreased. Again, we do this by halving the size of the interval from k low to k. Since no smaller j can now fulfill the first Lemma condition, the lower index j low can be increased to j. The algorithm terminates when both conditions are fulfilled, which will happen at the latest when either j − j low = 0 or k − k low = 0. Note that in the first iteration, only the first Lemma condition can be violated, as per initialization either j = m or k = 0. The lower bound k low will therefore be set in the first iteration. A first few possible iterations of the algorithm are illustrated in Figure 3 . Proof: The algorithm clearly maintains the invariant j + k = i. We claim further that either the co-rank for array A lies between j low and j or the co-rank for array B lies between k low and k. This holds before the first iteration, as j low and j are set assuming that as many of the i output elements as possible come from A (see Figure 3) . Assume that the invariant holds before an iteration starts. If the condition in Line 6 holds, then the correct index in array A must be between j low and j. For the next iteration the correct index in A is either between j low and j − δ or between j − δ and j. In the latter case, the co-rank for array B must be between k In the first iteration only the first condition can be true, so the interval from j low to j is halved. The lower bound k low is set accordingly, and k is increased by the same δ. In the second iteration, assuming the second condition to be true, instead the interval from k low to k is halved.
and k + δ, and the invariant is maintained by setting the lower bound k low to k and increasing k by δ. Similarly, if instead the condition in line 11 evaluates to true, the correct index in B must be between k low and k, and dividing the interval and increasing the lower bound j low for array A likewise reestablishes the invariant. It therefore holds also after the iteration. After the first iteration, k − k low = δ (if the first condition is true, otherwise the algorithm terminates) and j − j low ≤ δ. As j is initialized to min(i, m) and j low ≥ 0, trivially j − j low ≤ min(i, m).
In order for k not to exceed n, j low must be initialized such that k + (j − j low ) < n, that is i − j low < n; j low is therefore set to max(0, i − n). Assume j low = i − n ≥ 0; since j is initialized to either m or i < m, it follows that either j − j low ≤ m + n − i or j − j low ≤ n. As δ is halved in each subsequent iteration and j − j low starts out being min(m, n, i, m + n − i), at most ⌈log 2 min(m, n, i, m + n − i)⌉ iterations are required. ✷
Parallel merging
The co-ranking algorithm provides a simple and efficient way of performing merging in parallel. Let p processing elements be given, all of which can access input and output arrays A, B and C. Each processing elements has an own id r, 0 ≤ r < p. Each processing element independently computes the start and end indices of a block of the output array from C[i r , . . . i r+1 − 1]. The output blocks can be chosen such that they partition the whole output array, and differ in size by at most one element. Each processing element computes for both start and end index the corresponding co-ranks. These co-ranks determine the (disjoint) blocks of the input arrays this processor need to merge sequentially to compute its output block. This is shown in detail as Algorithm 2.
Proposition 2 Algorithm 2 merges ordered arrays
A and B of m and n elements stably using
